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Early Greek Dialectology – Methods and Per-
spectives 

 
Ladies and gentlemen 
The Greek language has a special position among the ancient Indo-European lan-

guages. When we work with archaic Greek inscriptions or the earliest poetry it becomes 
apparent that the Greek language is in no way homogenous. Rather than being an unity 
Greek is splitted in a number of local dialects in the first half of the first millennum B.C. 
These dialects function as a literary language in a certain area and in a certain social con-
text. It was not until the Hellenistic period that linguistic diversity was reduced by the 
universal use of Attic-Ionic as a common language called „Koiné dialektosı. The indivi-
dual dialects or their successors subsequently lost their status as written languages and 
were used only as spoken languages. From that period on their are hardly tracables and 
disappear from the surface. 

At the beginning of the first millennium B.C. up to thirty dialectal regions can be 
differentiated on the basis of the inscriptions on the Greek mainlaind, the Aegaean is-
lands and the colonies (I refer to the map on your handout under number 1). This num-
ber of up to thirty different dialects does not include the literary dialects such as the lan-
guage of the Homeric poems, which differ from any of these local dialects. 

Today there is no doubt that these individual dialects or dialect regions can be clas-
sified as parts of the following major dialect groups on account of common features or 
isoglosses. You can see the groups on number 2 of your handout. 

(1) First: Doric-North West Greek 

(2) Second: Attic-Ionic 

(3) Third: Arcado-Cypriot 

(4) Fourth: Aeolic 

This classification reflects the synchronic situation. It corresponds to the synchro-
nic impression which we get if we compare the interdialectal isoglosses quantitatively, 
not taking into account their diachronic value. In his article „The dialect geography of 
Ancient Greekı published in the Transactions of the Philological Society of 1963 Cole-
man arrives at the same classification. Coleman collects all known dialectal features from 
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the seventh to the third centuries and subsequently adds all the isoglosses between the 
individual dialects. The result of this synchronic analysis: The dialects which share the 
greatest number of isoglosses can be grouped among the four major dialect groups men-
tioned above. 

Looking at the fact that that these four dialect groups exist on a synchronic level it 
is not surprising that already the Greek grammarians on the whole shared our view. 
Whoever there is one important exception: In antiquity an Arcado-Cypriot group was 
never taken into consideration. 

Looking with the eye of a modern dialectal geographer at this synchronous dialec-
tal map the geographical distribution of the four main groups leaves open questions (3). 
The main groups extend over areas which partly do not connect. It is particularly noti-
cable … 

… that first the Arcado-Cypriot group is split in two areas, one in the center of the 
Peloponnese and the other on Cyprus. 

… and that second the Aeolic group is split into three different distant areas in Boeo-
tia, Thessaly and the island of Lesbos as well as the mainland of Asia Minor. 

It is known from a historical dialectal geography that this type of inhomogenous 
picture points to past migrations. Therefore there has been hope since the beginnings of 
Comparative Philology that the historic dialectal geography of Greek can contribute to 
our knowledge of Early Greek history. And can shed light on the Early Greek period 
before 1500 B.C. as well as the dark ages between 1200 and 800 B.C. There have been 
two central questions which relate to each other: 

– First: Which genealogical relationships exist among the four dialect groups menti-
oned above? 

– Second: How have the individual groups or their predecessors emerged form an 
unified Early Greek? 

This leads us to the central point of my lecture. I intend to discuss three major 
points today: 

– First I want to show how the methods of historical Greek dialect geography have 
evolved and which methods have proved particularly valuable. 
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– Following this I shall give a summary of the present discussion and our present 
knowledge. I want to mention one point beforehand: Our glance on the historical 
map of Greek dialects has shown that the geographical distribution of the Arcado-
Cyprian and the Aeolic dialects leads to open questions. In the following it wall 
become apparent that these questions in particular have not been solved to the pre-
sent day. 

– As a third and last point I shall attempt to give answers to these open questions. 
For that sake I will further develop the existing method. 

Lets start with the methodof Greek dialectal geography (4). This method has deve-
lopped significantly in the previous century. In the years after 1900 Comparative Philo-
logy still tried to correlate the genesis of Greek dialects and their groupings directly with 
the history of the Greek tribes. I remember a saying of the Austrian Indo-Europeanist 
Paul Kretschmer who was a leading figure in the investigation of the history of the 
Greek language: „Our present view on the earliest history of the Greek dialects is based 
on the knowledge that tribal history and dialectal development go parallel and are to be 
seen in a natural connection.ı Kretschmer made this statement in 1909. Yet soon after-
wards it became apparent that the conclusions derived form a linguistic-historical com-
paraison were unsatisfactory. We had to realize that the reports of ancient historians 
regarding Early Greek history are very unreliable in the light of a progressing historical 
and philological investigation. 

It was necessary to change the old paradigm and the breakthrough was made in the 
late forties (5). It was my teacher Ernst Risch who applied modern methods of dialectal 
geography to the Greek dialects. RischØs major article appeared in 1949. Risch based his 
work on the tool of dialectal maps which was well known to him form the investigation 
of the Swiss German dialects. As a first step he entered the distribution of each single 
dialectal feature on a individual map. He then compared these maps of isoglosses and 
could recognize three recurrent constellations. I quote Risch: „Basically we find three 
types of constellations. First constellations with a distribution of the various dialect 
forms which fit the groupings of the old tribes. Second constellations where the grou-
pings of the old tribes is concealed but which show correspondences between hometown 
and colonies. And third less frequent constellations in which also the connection bet-
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ween hometown and colony is broken.ı Risch concluded that these three types of 
constellations were dependant of the age of the individual dialectal features. 

To illustrate this I want to give one example for each one of these three different 
constellations Risch found on his dialectal maps: 

(1) First: Constellation of type one (6): The distribution of the various dialect forms 
matches the groupings of the old tribes or the four major dialect groups respective-
ly. 

 Example: The temporal adverbs. In Attic-Ionic as well as in Arcado-Cypriot they 
end in /-te/ (type tÒte „then?ı, pÒte „when?ı). In contrast in Aeolic they end in 
/-ta/ (type tÒta, pÒta), in Doric-North West Greek however they end in /-ka/ 
(type tÒka, pÒka). The table on your handout proves: the distribution of the vary-
ing formations of these temporal adverbs maps the four dialect groups directly. 

(2) Second: Constellation of type two (7): The distribution of the various dialect forms 
do not match the major four dialect groups. But in case the dialect has continuati-
ons in the colonies founded between 800 und 600 B.C., the hometown and the co-
lony share the same dialect form. 

 Example: The accusative plural of the second declension: The Doric dialects of Ar-
gos and Central Crete preserve the original form /-ons/ with /‰ns •/ at the end of 
the word. I refer to Argivian tonw uionw and Cretan tonw uiunw. Otherwise /‰n‰/ di-
sappears with or without compensatory lenghthening or diphthongization: Arca-
dia, Argolis outside Argos and Thessaly as well as most of the southern Doric is-
lands have /-√os/ with a short vowel. In Lesbian and in Elean there is /-ois/ with 
diphthongization. All other dialects have /-Œos/ ending in a long vowel written -vw 
with Omega or /-Œ≈os/ with a closed long vowel represented as diphthong <OU> in 
writing. The table on your handout shows clearly that the development of the ac-
cusative plural ending /-ons/ cuts apart the four dialectal groups. 

 It ist to be noted, that the colonies show the same data as the hometowns. In our 
case for instance Herakleia in Southern Italy has the same ending -vw with a long 
vowel as the Laconian dialect of Sparta. Likewise Cyrene shares the short vowel-
ending -ow with her hometown Thera. 
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(3) Third: Constellation of type three (8): As in constellation two the distribution of 
the various dialect forms do not match the major four dialect groups. Furthermore 
there are also differences between the hometown and the colony in case the dialect 
has continuations in the colonies founded between 800 und 600 B.C. 

 In these cases the difference between hometown and colony is caused by regional 
individual developments such as epoiŒehe „he didı in Sparta where the intervocalic 
/s/ is aspirated contrasting with §po€hse generally found in Greek. In contrast to 
their hometown Sparta the colonies Tarentum and Herakleia share this common 
Greek form §po€hse. 

From the typology of these constellations shown on dialectal maps Risch derived 
an external relative chronology (9): 

– Dialectal forms or isoglosses corresponding to constellations of type one belonged 
according to Risch to a first phase in which the major dialect groups were not yet 
split up into individual dialects or during which the individual dialects still existed 
in neighbouring regions and therefore were in close contact to each other. 

– Dialectal forms or isoglosses corresponding to constellations of type two go back 
to a subsequent phase after the split of the major dialect groups involving ge-
ographical distance of the individual dialects. As a terminus post quem of the se-
cond phase Risch saw the destruction of the Mycenaean palaces as well as the fol-
lowing changes and migrations. That is a date around 1200 B.C. 

– Dialectal forms or isoglosses corresponding to constellations of type three accor-
ding to Risch can be attributed to a third phase after the great wave of colonization 
of the eigth to the sixth centuries B.C. During that period Greek colonies were 
founded particularly in Sicily, Southern Italy and along the coast of the Black Sea. 

However despite of the clear advantages of this methodology there remained an 
uncertainty (10). RischØs method is based on the central assumption – which is by the 
way not clearly formulated – that linguistic divergence is caused by a process of ge-
ographical separation: If a dialectal area is split through the migration of certain parts of 
the population to other areas or if new groups arrive, the linguistic continuity is inter-
rupted. As the time of separation goes, new individual dialects emerge. RischØs assump-
tion was certainly obvious. It corresponds with the findings of modern dialectology. Yet 
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it remained problematical for the history of Greek dialects as the supposed geographical 
separation or the migrations could not be demonstrated in the same measure for all three 
phases: 

– For the third phase there existed a terminus post quem which is archaeological-
ly and historically well founded: the great wave of Greek colonization from 800 
to 600 B.C. Divergences like epoi Œehe in the Laconian dialect of Sparta and e-

metrhsamew in the colonies Tarentum and Herakleia could be explained by the 
geographical distance involving separate developments after the separation. 
This means that the intervocalic Aspiration of /s/ to /h/ must have taken place 
after the Spartan colonists have migrated to Southern Italy. 

– Also the first phase could be fixed with a terminus post quem relating to a event 
in the historical record: the immigration of the Indo-European Hellenic tribes 
to Greece. According to what we know today this immigration ist not likely to 
have taken place long before 1700 B.C. The individual Greek dialects must have 
formed from that period onwards. 

– The second phase however remained unclear. The destruction of the Myce-
naean palaces was a historical and archaeological fact. But there is no prove that 
it is caused by the immigration of new Greek tribes coming from the north. For 
an immigration of Northern Greek tribes at the end of the Mycenaean period 
(that is in the early phase of Late Helladic IIIC after 1200 B.C) cannot be pro-
ved in archaeological terms. 

Apart from this lack of archaeological evidence the methodological uncertainty 
was reinforced by a second factor: For the second phase there are no linguistic data avai-
lable. The transition to the first phase becomes transparent by the comparison of the 
reconstructed Indo-European forms with Early Greek (as the smallest common deno-
minator of pre-dialectal Greek). The transition from the second to the third phase ist 
shown by contrasting the dialects of the hometowns and their colonies. For the second 
phase however any type of comparable concrete data cannot be provided. 

If we look back to the beginnings of the fifties we can summer the situation as fol-
lows: The borderline for a second phase could neither be shown by outer evidence nor 
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by linguistic data. And this was the underlying methodological weakness in the model 
put forward by Risch. 

Now I come to the second point of my lecture: the present position of the discus-
sion on the development of the greek dialects (11). The methodological weakness which 
affected RischØs method suddenly disappeared in 1952. This was caused by the de-
cipherment of the Linear script B by the British architect Michael Ventris and the disco-
very of the Mycenaean dialect which gave us a totally new data basis. In particular the 
decipherment proved that around 1200 B.C. a Greek dialect was spoken on the Pelo-
ponnese (more precisely in Argolis and Messenia) as well as in Attika and Boeotia. For 
the distribution of the Mycenaean findings I refer to the map on your handout. This 
Mycenaean dialect corresponds in its essential features with Attic-Ionic as well as Arca-
do-Cypriot. The table on the handout (12) informs you about the main isoglosses and 
common features between these three dialect groups. These features are in particular …  

… the so-called assibilation of */ti/ to /si/; 

… the development of original */tº/ to simple /s/ in ancient lexical items such */totºo-/ 
„so manyı to /toso-/. 

… the formation of temporal adverbs in /-te/ which we already mentioned as example 
for a constellation of type one (compare handout point 7). 

Form this table you can see that in theses cases as well as in others Mycenaean, At-
tic-Ionic and Arcado-Cypriot show identical features. 

The importance of the discovery of Mycenaean Greek cannot be valued highly e-
nough (13). For through this discovery the method worked out be Risch gained full va-
lidity. Indirectly an immigration of Northern Greek tribes in post-Mycenaean times was 
now proven by the fact that the Doric-North West Greek dialects of the region could 
not be derived from Mycenaean. Accordingly speakers of Doric-North West Greek dia-
lects must have immmigrated into the Peloponnese in post-Mycenaean times. In Greek 
dialectology the transition between the first and the second phase could be now deter-
mined comparing Early Greek Mycenaean with the dialects of the first millennium. The 
discovery of the Mycenaean dialect made it possible to establisch a chronological evalua-
tion and classification of the individual dialectal features. Thus the answers could be 
found to the questions which were asked at the beginning of the lecture: the questions 
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how the four major dialect groups are interrelated and how they emerged. I will formu-
late the answers in the present tense as they represent the actual state of our knowledge: 

– Mycenaean shares remarkable isoglosses with Attic-Ionic and Arcado-Cypriot. It 
therefore follows that these dialects have a common source which only dissolved in 
post-Mycenaean times. As Mycenaean is widely attested in Southern Greece and in 
Crete around 1200 B.C, the term „Southern Greek dialectsı for this group seems 
evident. 

– Opposed to this Southern Greek dialect group are the Doric-North West Greek 
dialects as well as the Aeolic dialects, which are consequently are termed „Nor-
thern Greek dialectsı. It was only after the distruction of the Mycenaean palaces 
and the consequent shifts in Southern Greek that speakers of Northern Greek dia-
lects appear to haver migrated to Southern Greece and the Aegaean forming a su-
perstratum over the former Southern Greek dialect area. This expansion which is 
commonly known as the „Doric migrationı has thus after 1100 B.C. formed the 
basis for the dialectal landscape of the classical period. 

This two-fold division suggested by Risch reduces the four major dialect groups of 
the first millennium to two original groups in the second millennium. It was commonly 
accepted in a short time and is presently the common opinion. 

I am now at the end of the second part of my lecture. I hope that I have been able 
to give you a short summary on the present knowledge about historical Greek dialecto-
logy. Furthermore I hope that you formed an impression on how important the results 
of historical linguistics have been for our knowledge of Ancient Greek history. 

Lets pass to the third and last part of my lecture. I have given a hint at the begin-
ning that critical voices opposing our common opinion have not been missing to the pre-
sent day. Just to remember: The common opinion as established by Risch counts Arca-
do-Cypriot among the Southern Greek group, the Aeolic dialects to the Northern 
Greek group. What concerns Arcado-Cypriot I have demonstrated the criteria for this 
classification in 10 on your handout. What concerns the Aeolic dialects the attribution to 
the Northern Greek dialect group is based on the view that the Aeolic dialects do not 
share any ancient features with Southern Greek. Just following the standard theory the 
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Southern Greek as well as the Northern Greek group substantially disintegrated not 
until the fall of the Mycenaean kingdoms around 1200 B.C. 

Among the most prominent critics of this common opinion are C.J. Rujgh and M. 
Peters (14). Their alternative views on the dialectal landscape of Greece in the second 
millennium B.C. can be summarized as follows: 

– For C.J. Ruijgh it is not at all certain that the Arcadian and Cyprian dialect as well 
as the Aeolic dialects formed only in a post-Mycenaean period. In several mo-
nographies and articles which have appaered since the nineteensixties Ruijgh has 
tried to show that there are ancient Mycenaean-Arcado-Cypriot as well as ancient 
Aeolic isoglosses. Isoglosses which go back to a pre-Mycenaean age. According to 
Ruijgh the differences between the unit Arcado-Cypriot-Mycenaean and Attic-
Ionic consist in the development of syllabic */÷r/ (to arcad.-cypr. /ro/ versus att.-
ion. /ra/) and the result of the first compensatory lenghthening (which resulted in a 
new closed long vowel in Attic-Ionic as in */Œ≈emi/ efim€ versus arcad.-cypr. /Œemi/ 
±m€, both from */(±)esmi/). By the way Ruijgh terms the supposed Mycenaean-
Arcado-Cypriot group „Achaean dialectsı. The same criteria as in the case of the 
Achaean dialects are supposed by Ruijgh to have separated the Aeolic dialects from 
the Doric-North West Greek dialects as early as the beginning second half of the 
second millennium B.C: so syllabic */÷r/ became /ro/ in Aeolic versus /ra/ in Doric-
North West Greek; */(±)esmi/ developped to Aeolic  */emmi/ ¶mmi with a gemina-
te consonant versus Doric-North West Greek */Œ≈emi/ efim€ with compensatory 
lenghthening and a new closed long vowel. Thus according to Ruijgh the Greek di-
alectal landscape in the Mycenaean era already shows the fourfold division as later 
in the first millennium B.C. However Ruijgh does not doubt the genealogical divi-
sions of Greekt dialects of two original groups Southern Greek versus Northern 
Greek. He only places back the period of a homogenous Southern Greek and Nor-
thern Greek dialect group by several centuries. 

– Other than Ruijgh Martin Peters in an article published in 1986 as well in an un-
published monography radically doubts the commonly accepted model proposed 
by Risch. Similar to Ruijgh Peters postulates a Mycenaean-Arcado-Cypriot unity 
which he also calls „Achaeanı. According to Peters these Achaean dialects go back 
to a fusion of an ancient early-Ionic (called „Old-Peloponnesianı) and Aeolic lay-
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er. As main support for his thesis Peters sees an Aeolic substratum which he wants 
to find in the classical period in various Doric-North West Greek dialects of the 
mainland and the Aegaean islands. 

Today I do not wish to enter into a detailled discussion of the arguments of Ruijgh 
and Peters. I have discussed their views implicitely and explicitely in several publications 
which you find mentioned on the handout. What is important for us today is the follo-
wing: The theories of Ruijgh as well as of Peters aim at the status of Arcado-Cypriot and 
the Aeolic dialects – and thus deal with questions which are not conclusively answered 
by Risch and his successors. 

From this point I want to go on to the perspectives of historical Greek dialectolo-
gy. We have seen that according to the standard theory there existed only two Greek 
dialects in the late Mycenaean Bronze Age: Southern Greek and Northern Greek. I want 
to start with Southern Greek (15). The question which we are going to discuss in the 
following is: Are we really right in assuming a homogenous Southern Greek dialect 
group in the second half of the second millennium B.C? As we have seen Ruijghs and 
Peters answer to this question is No! They postulate in fact – despite all divergences – 
the existence of a separate Achaean dialect group consisting of Mycenaean, Arcadian and 
Cyprian. The reasons why I start treating Southern Greek and Mycenaean are obvious: 

– The first reason is that our knowledge of the Mycenaean dialect has considerably 
improved through new linguistic evidence and individual studies of recent years. 

– The second reason is that Mycenaean has now acquired an evident chronological 
and spatial dimension based on this new linguistic evidence and a more precise da-
ting of the tablets and their findings spots. The table on your handout contains the 
relevant data. 

In contrast to earlier times a stratification of the Mycenaean dialects is now at least 
theoretically possible. If linguistic differences were manifest in the Mycenaean language 
of the Greek mainland this could be evidence for an earlier dialectal split within Sou-
thern Greek. Thus we have to find out … 

… first whether a differentiation between earlier and later Mycenaean is possible 
(which would lead to a chronological dimension). 
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… second whether there are linguistic differences between the individual scribal hands 
of a center or between the individual centers of Mycenaean language themselves 
(which would lead to a spatial dimension). 

To make the answer short: We shall see that Mycennaean is in no way homoge-
nous either chronologically and spatially. In fact we find clear evidence of linguistic dif-
ferentiations within the Mycenaean corpus. These differentiations point to the evolution 
of individual dialects during the Mycenaean period. I will present you three of theses 
differentiations in the following. 

A first differentiation is found in the inflection of the „Verba contractaı on -ãv or 
-°v. Few verbal forms of this class have been found in Mycenaean texts. Until recently 
the two following stems from mainland-texts were our only evidence: 

– First the 3.pers.sg. act. te-re-ja and the respective infinitive form te-re-ja-e as in PY 
Ep 613: 

 .1  ne-qe-wo e-da-e-wo ka-ma } ≈o-pe-ro{ du-}wo-u-pi , te-re-ja-e , 
 .2   e-me-de te-re-ja  to-so-}de , pe-mo GRA 10 T 1 
 „Land of NekÁŒeus, of the Eda[Œeus (a title?): having the obligation to fulfill tribute 

with two ?, he fulfills tribute with one ?. So much seed …ı. 

 It is not quite clear what this passage means. Most interpreters however agree on 
the sense of the verb te-re-ja‰: It means something like „fulfilling tributeı. The in-
flection is clearly athematic. The third person singular te-re-ja is to be taken as 
/teleiº √åi/ in accordance with the Aeolic type g°lai „he laughsı attested by gramma-
rians. The infinitive te-re-ja-e is to be taken as /teleiºå-[en/; the ending /-[en/ from 
*/-sen/ is normally found in thematic verbs of the type myc. e-ke-e /[ek[e-[en/ 
corresponding to classical Greek ¶xein. 

– Secondly the present participle medium to-ro-qe-jo-me-no attested in PY Eq 213: 

 .1 o-wi-de , a-ko-so-ta , to-ro-qe-jo-me-no , a-ro-u-ra , a2-ri-sa 
 „Thus saw Aksotås, making an inspection to count the arable land.ı 

 to-ro-qe-jo-me-no is to be read as thematically inflected /trokÁeºomenos/. 
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So far mainland Mycenaean has attested side by side athematically inflected 
*/teleiºå-mi/ beside thematically inflected /trokÁeº-Œo/. This evidence was not inexpected 
as it corresponds to the inherited state: 

– Athematic verbs in */-å-mi/ go back to a factitive type as it is clearly attested in 
Hittite. A well known example is the verb ne∑a··- „to renewı form */ne∑a“-/. Its 
3rd pers.sg. ne∑a··i corresponds exactly to Mycenaean /teleiº √åi/. */teleiºå-mi/ is 
therefore derived from an adjective /teleiºos/ (t°leiow) and has the function of later 
teleiÒv. 

– Thematic verbs in /-eºŒo/ go back to original deverbal iteratives/intensives with 
o-grade in the root. The proportion of Mycenaean /trokÁeºo-mai/ (hom. trop°omai) 

to the verb /trekÁo-mai/ (klass. tr°pomai) on which it is based is the same as of 
classical for°v to f°rv. 

But the opinion that Mycenaean has preserved the original inflection types in the 
case of the „verba contractaı must be modified in the light of the new reading of the 
tablet PY Eq 36{+}887 (17). In line Zeile 13 we now read according to J.T. Killen … 

  } ≈p≈a-ra-jo , po-≈n ≈e-to-qe-≈m ≈i 

An interpretation /… palaiºon ponŒetoi-kÁe-min/ „… old land and he cultivates itı 
seems very attractive. po-ne-to /ponŒetoi/ appears now as athematically inflected 3rd 
pers.sg. med. of a verb */ponŒemai/, which is later attested in homeric pon°omai. The a-
thematic inflection of an original thematic verb */ponéºo-mai/ of the type /trokÁeºo-mai/ 
from earlier intensive/iterative */(s)pon±-éºe/o-/ is a derivation from the inherited state. 
Therefore it is an innovation. This innovation is not exclusively found on the tablet PY 
Eq 36 by Hand 1. An inflection on athematic /-Œemi/ instead of thematic /-éºŒo/ is attested 
with certainty at least in Aeolic: I point out athematic forms like literary Lesbian 
kãlhmi, o‡khmi or the thessal. infinitive gaorgeimen /-Œe-men/. This kind of inflection is 
further supposed to exist in Arcado-Cypriot on the basis of Arcadian forms as (inf.) ka-

tufronhnai oder (part.) adikhmenow. Finally reflexes of this athematic type are found as 
pre-Doric substrate in the Doric-North West Greek dialect area: compare for instance 
argiv. (Opt.) oikeih oder el. (part.) telesforentew. 
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A second differentiation within Mycenaean can be noted with the ending of the 
feminine nomina agentis (18). The Mycenaean scribes interchange two forms of the suf-
fix in this nominal class: 

(i) In Pylos hand 1 writes <-ti-ri-ja> in me-re-ti-ri-ja PY Aa 764 „women grinding 
cornı or o-ti-ri-ja PY Aa 313 „(a female profession)ı. 

(ii) In contrast the Pylian hand 21 uses <-ti-ra2> and writes the same profession -
nouns as me-re-ti-ra2 PY Ab 789.B or o-ti-ra2 PY Ab 417.B. 

With this change of suffix the following is important: 

– The form of the suffix of the feminine nomina agentis <-ti-ri-ja> is to be read as 
/-triå-/ and continues the stem */-tr-iá“-/ of the oblique cases. The syllabification 
as */‰CRUV‰/ (instead of expected ›/‰C÷R^V‰/ conform to the law of Sievers) goes 
back to the proto-language. As a parallel I give the rigvedic (gen.sg.) urv(i)yåª 
/ur∑iås/ (instead of ›/uruºås/ expected following Sievers law). 

– The alternating form of the suffix <-ti-ra2> is to be read as /-tirr√a/ and continues 
the stem */-tr-i“/ of the nominativ/accusative. As intermediate stage I assume 
*/-tirº √a/. As parallel for the phonological development and the rising of a short e-
penthetic vowel */i/ I give ofikt€rv „to pityı from */oiktir-ºe/o-/ as denominal verb 
to the adjective ofiktrÒw. 

Thus in Pre-Mycenaean we can expect a paradigm for the feminine nomina agentis 
– taking into consideration all later specific Greek developments – as shown in the table 
under 19 in your handout.  

 nom. acc. gen. dat. 

sg. */-tirr√a/ */-tirr√an/ */-triås/ */-triåi/ 

pl. */-tirrai/ */-tirr√ans/ */-triå[Œon/ */-triåsi/ 

This means that the stem form */-tirr√a/ is justified in the nominative and accusative 
cases, the stem form /-triå-/ in the genitive and dative cases. Evidently there are deviati-
ons from this inherited distribution in certain areas and with certain scribes. The scribes 
behave in two different ways: 
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(i) First we find a generalisation of /-triå-/: When used in the nominative plural the 
ending /-triå-/ extends beyond its original inherited area of use. So for instance by 
hand 1 or hand 4 in Pylos in forms as me-re-ti-ri-ja /meletriai/. 

(ii) Secondly we find also a generalisation of /-tirr√a(-)/: This is the case in genitive plu-
rals as me-re-ti-ra2-{o /meletirrå[Œon/ or pe-ki-ti-ra2-o /pektirrå[Œon/ „women who 
pluck woolı by hand 23 or in the dativ singular a-ke-ti-ra2 /akestirråi/ once at-
tested at Thebes. In the genitive plural as well as in the dativ singular it is /-tirr√a(-)/ 
which extends beyond the inherited area uf use. 

We can see that both forms of the suffix are interchangable in mainland Myce-
naean. Both generalisations mentioned are innovations. But these innovations are of dif-
ferent relevance: The generalisation of /-triå-/ is trivial. It leads to the spread of the pho-
netically easier variant of the suffix and the post-Homeric state where -tria and its deri-
vation -tr€w are the standard. The generalisation of /-tirr√a(-)/ is totally different and not 
trivial at all. It leads to a state which is different to later standard Greek and is only 
found in the Aeolic dialects of the first millennium. Examples are thessal. Lag[ei]tarra 
(an epithet to Athena) with /-tarra/ from */-terr√a/, the glosses na<°t>erra : d°spoina 

and na€teira : ofikod°spoina cited by Hesych and finally dÒte[r]ran in Alcaeus. 
Furthermore /-tirr√å(-)/ is continued as an Aeolism in Homer. Homer uses feminine no-
mina agentis ending in -teira, which has been explained already by Jacob Wackernagel 
as an ionized form for */-terr√å(-)/. In these forms /-tŒ≈er√å(-)/ or */-terr√å(-)/ replaces 
/-triå/ which is difficult to use in the hexameter. Phonetic developments like thessal. 
krennemen from */krinnemen/ or lesb. Damokretv from */‰krito-/ show that homeric-
Aeolic */-terr√a/ can be directly derived from /-tirr√å(-)/ as attested in Mycenaean. 

A third differentiation within Mycenaean is attested in the development of ancient 
/‰en‰/ (20). A development of /‰en‰/ to /‰in‰/ is ascertained in the following two items: 

– First in ti-mi-ti-ja from te-mi-ti-ja PY On 300.10 (C ii). The relative geography of 
the Pylian empire shows that te/i-mi-ti-ja is closely connected to a place known as 
*ti-mi-to a-ko – if not identical with that place. Therefore an interpretation of te/i-
mi-ti-ja as /T[emistiå/ Æ /T[imistiå/ and accordingly of *ti-mi-to a-ko as 
/Th[imistos Argos/ containing /t[emis, -stos/ as in later y°miw is very plausible. 
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– Secondly in (dat.sg.) a-ti-mi-te PY Un 219.5 /Artimitei/ from */Artemitei/ with 
vowel /e/ as in (gen.sg.) a-te-mi-to PY Es 650.5 /Artemitos/. 

A change of /‰en‰/ > /‰in‰/ is not attested otherwise in Mycenaean. The Myce-
naean dialect of Pylos shows /‰en‰/ in standard words and endings of grammatical cate-
gories: compare the preposition /en-/ in e-ne-e-si PY En 609.2 oder the participle medi-
um /-menos/ in de-de-me-no, o-ro-me-no etc. It is therefore plausible that the forms 
with /‰in‰/ are borrowed. The origin of these borrowings may be located in later Arca-
dia. The place /T[emistiå/ Æ /T[imistiå/ is situated in the so-called „Further Provinceı of 
Pylian kingdom, approximately in the area of later Triphylia in Elis. Cults to the god-
dess Artemis did exist in later Arcadia – in particularly in places like Lousoi or Orkho-
menos which are already mentioned in Mycenaean texts. There are therefore good rea-
sons to assume an Arcadian origin of the in-forms. 

In fact /‰en‰/ regularly changes to /‰in‰/ in Arcado-Cypriot. I cite as examples the 
arcad. preposition in, the participle apexominow and the Cyprian personal names, kypr. 
Mi-no-ke-re-te-se /MinokretŒes/ and A-ra-ko-mi-ne{-se} /Ark[ominŒes/. The same change 
is also attested in the pre-Doric substrat in Doric-North West dialects: so for instance 
we find in in Northern Central Crete as well as i/iw in Pamphylia. 

The differentiations discussed show that mainland Mycenaean was not a homoge-
nous unit (21). It shows special developments which are found in the first millennium … 

(i) … first in the Aeolic dialects as in Arcado-Cypriot: for instance the athematic in-
flection of the „verba contractaı in /-Œemi/. 

(ii) … second exclusively in Aeolic dialects: for instance the generalisation of the en-
ding */-tirr√a/ with feminine nomina agentis. 

(iii) … third exclusively in Arcado-Cypriot: for instance /‰in‰/ instead of original 
/‰en‰/ in names which apparently have been borrowed of the area of later Arcadia 
and Triphylia. 

Additionally some of these features are found in the pre-Doric substratum under-
lying Doric-Nothwestern Greek dialects. 

How can we judge these inner-Mycenaean differentiations? In principle they seem 
to tell us that in later Mycenaeans times – that means between 1300 and 1200 B.C. – the-
re must have evolved a dialectal differentiation within Southern Greek. 
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What regards Arcado-Cypriot this assumption is not very radical as it has already 
been suggested by independent evidence. Thus the oldest Cyprian inscription found on 
an obelos of the 11 century B.C gives us a terminus ante quem for the formation of an 
Arcado-Cypriot dialect group. This inscription has a genitiv singular-form o-pe-le-ta-u 
/Op[elestau/ from */Op[eleståo/ and thus already shows the change of final */-√o •/ to 
/-√u •/ which is one of the characteristics of Arcado-Cypriot. The time span between this 
terminus ante quem around 1100 to 1050 B.C. and the end of the Mycenaean period a-
round 1180 B.C. is very short – in my eyes too short for the evolving of the Arcado-
Cypriot dialect group and the emigration of its speakers to the island of Cyprus. There 
is a further argument. In an article published in 1988 I supposed that there may be not 
one, but two different Southern Greek substrata underlying the Doric dialect of Central 
Crete. In my opinion one of these substrata is characterised by the sound change /en/ to 
/in/ as found in Arcado-Cypriot and discussed above. This substratum extends to the 
area of Axos/Lyttos/Eleutherna. In my article I have attributed this substratum and the 
change /en/ to /in/ to a later immigration wave from the mainland – a wave which 
established a new Mycenaean kingdom in the west of the island after the fall of the dy-
nasty at Cnossos around 1380. I have equated these immigrants which the Ḱudvnew 
mentioned once in Homers Odyssee. A few years after the publication of my article this 
theory has been strongly supported by spectacular findings of a Linear B archive at Ku-
donia (modern Chanìa). These Linear B-inscriptions of Western Crete are at least 100 
years later than the corresponding inscriptions from Cnossos. If I am right attribuing the 
sound change /en/ > /in/ in later Crete dialect to the founders of the archive of Cydonia 
there must have been a predecessor of the Arcado-Cypriot dialect on the Greek main-
land as early as the beginning of the 13th century B.C. 

But how have we to interprete those inner-Mycenaean differentiations which are 
reflected in later Greek particularly in the Aeolic dialects? Conclusions drawn of these 
differentiations are highly speculative. As mentioned before there is a general consensus 
that Aeolic  has a strong connection to the Doric-North West Greek dialects. That ist 
the reason why representatives of the standard theory account Aeolic among the Nor-
thern Greek dialects. It is to be noted however that in many investigations it has been 
pointed out that Proto-Aeolic has diverged very early form the Northern Greek dialects, 
that means directly in the Post-Mycenaean phase after 1150. The most likely place for 
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the evolvement of a proto-Aeolic dialect is in Thessaly. Our findings do not radically 
change this opinion but force us to the following revision: Proto-Aeolic is that part of 
the Northern Greek dialect group spoken on the fringe of the Mycenaean linguistic area. 
Around 1250 B.C. Proto-Aeolic took a convergent development with the Mycenaean 
dialect or the Mycenaean local dialects. It must have isolated by 1150 in the post-
Mycenaean phase from the remaining Doric-North West Greek dialects. This definition 
desribes the actual situation of Aeolic pretty well. For apart from innovations as the a-
thematic inflection of the verba contracta in /-Œemi/ oder the suffix /-tirr√a/ with femine 
nomina agentis as found in Mycenaean Aeolic is characterised in particular by the pre-
servation of archaism: for instance the geminated consonants or patronymic adjectives 
which are archaims and are typically turn up also in Mycenaean. 

As I have stressed this definition of Aeolic is a hypothetic and requires a thorough 
check. It can be added that my theory may have consequences for the judgement of the 
Homeric language and in particular for its so-called Aiolisms. With these perspectives I 
wish to end. Thank you for your attention! 
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„Early Greek Dialectology – Methods and Perspec-
tives“ 

Part one: Introduction 

1 In classical Greek up to 30 individual dialects can be distinguished from a synchronic 
point of view: 

 

 
2 The individual dialects can be classified as parts of the following major groups: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Nota bene: These four dialect groups exist on a synchronic level. Cf. quantitative analysis 

by R. Coleman, The dialect geography of Ancient Greek, TPhS 1963, 58-126. 

 

Arcado-Cypriot 

Important dialects 
1: North West Greek 
2: Saronian 
3: West Argolic 
4: Doric islands 
5: Cretan 
6: Laconian-Messenian 
7: Achaean 
8: Elean 
9: Boeotian 
10: Thessalian 
11: Lesbian 
12: Arcadian 
13: Cyprian 
14: Pamphylian 
15: Ionic 
16: Attic 

Aeolic 

Attic-Ionic 

Doric-NW Greek 
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3 The main groups extend over areas which partly do not connect: 

i. Arcado-Cypriot: split in two areas (center of the Peloponnese, Cyprus). 
ii. Aeolic group: split into three areas (Boeotia, Thessaly, Lesbos/mainland of Asia Mi-

nor). 

This type of inhomogeneous picture points to past migrations. Two questions are 
central: 

o First: Which genealogical relationships exist among the four dialect groups mentioned 
above? 

o Second: How have the individual groups or their predecessors emerged form an unified 
Early Greek? 

Part two: Methods of historical dialectal geography 

4 First phase after 1900: attempts to correlate the genesis of Greek dialects with the histo-
ry of the Greek tribes. Cf. Paul Kretschmer, Zur Geschichte der griechischen Dialekte, 
Glotta 1(1909), 9-59: 

 „Our present view on the earliest history of the Greek dialects is based on the knowledge 
that tribal history and dialectal development go parallel and are to be seen in a natural 
connectionı (l.c., p. 9). 

 Problem: The reports of ancient historians regarding Early Greek history are unreliable. 

 
5 Breakthrough by Ernst Risch, Altgriechische Dialektgeographie?, Museum Helveticum 

6(1949), 19-28 (= Kleine Schriften, edd. A. Etter und M. Looser, Berlin-New York 
1981, 196-205). 

 RischØs methodological procedure: 
o Use of dialect maps to locate each dialectal isogloss and to get an overall view of the 

distribution of the individual isogloss. 
o Comparison of the single maps and typology of the constellations shown on them. Cf. 

Risch, l.c., p. 23: „Basically we find three types of constellations. First constellations with 
a distribution of the various dialect forms which fit the groupings of the old tribes. Se-
cond constellations where the groupings of the old tribes are concealed but which show 
correspondences between hometown and colonies. And third less frequent constellations 
in which also the connection between hometown and colony is broken.ı 

For the individual constellations cf. 6 - 8. 

 
6 Constellation of type 1: The distribution of the isogloss matches the groupings of the 

old tribes viz. of the four dialect groups. 
 Cf. distribution of the temporal adverbs: 

o Attic-Ionic = Arcado-Cypriot: type tÒte „then?ı, pÒte „when?ı in /-te/. 
o Aeolic dialects: type tÒta, pÒta in /-ta/. 
o Doric-North West Greek: type tÒka, pÒka in /-ka/. 
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 Doric-NW Greek Attic-Ionic Arcado-Cypriot Aeolic 

/-te/ – ♦ ♦ – 
/-ta/ – – – ♦ 
/-ka/ ♦ – – – 

 
7 Constellation of type 2: The distribution of the isogloss does not match the major four 

dialect groups. But the hometown and the colony show the same dialect form (in case 
the dialect was spoken in colonies founded between 800 and 600 B.C.). 

 Cf. distribution of the accusative plural endings of the 2nd declension: 
o Archaic Doric dialects of Argos and Central Crete: preservation of the original form 

/-ons/ <-ONS> (cf. argiv. tonw uionw, cret. tonw uiunw). 
o Arcadia, Argolis outside Argos, Thessaly, most of the southern Doric islands: /-ons/ > 

/-√os/. 
o Lesbos, Elis: /-ons/> /-ois/ <-OIS> (diphthongization). 
o all other dialects: /-ons/ > /-Œos/ <-VS> vz. /-Œ≈os/ <-OUS> (compensatory lengthening, 

partially resulting in a closed long vowel). 

 Doric-NW Greek Attic-Ionic Arcado-Cypriot Aeolic 

/-ons/ ♦ – – – 
/-√os/ ♦ – ♦ ♦ 

/-Œos/ Æ /-Œ≈os/ ♦ ♦ – ♦ 
/-ois/ ♦ – – ♦ 

 Nota bene: Colonies show the same endings as their hometowns. Cf. Herakleia = Sparta 
(both -vw), Cyrene = Thera (both -ow) etc. 

 
8 Constellation of type 3: The distribution of the isogloss does not match the major four 

dialect groups. Furthermore the hometown and the colony show different dialect forms 
(in case the dialect was spoken in colonies founded between 800 und 600 B.C.). 

 Cf. epoi Œehe „he didı at Sparta with /‰VsV‰/ > /‰V[V‰/ versus unchanged §po€hse in the 
Spartan colonies Tarentum and Herakleia. 

 
9 From the typology of these constellations shown on dialectal maps one can derive the 

following relative chronology (according to Risch): 
o Isoglosses which give constellations of type 1: 1st phase in which the major dialect 

groups are not yet split up into individual dialects viz. during which the individual dia-
lects still exist in neighbouring regions. 

o Isoglosses which give constellations of type 2: 2nd phase after the split of the major dia-
lect groups involving geographical distance of the individual dialects. Terminus post 
quem: destruction of the Mycenaean palaces around 1200 B.C. 

o Isoglosses which give constellations of type 3: 3rd phase after the great wave of coloniza-
tion (8th - 6th centuries B.C. with focus on Sicily, southern Italy and the coast of the 
Black Sea). 
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10 Methodological uncertainty: RischØs method is based on the central assumption that 
linguistic divergence is caused by a process of geographical separation. But … 

o … supposed geographical separation or migrations cannot be demonstrated in the 
same measure for all three phases mentioned sub 9. 

o … there are no (direct or indirect) linguistic data available in the same measure for all 
three phases. 
Cf. the following table: 

 terminus post quem linguistic data 
1st phase exists: ca 1700 B.C. 

archaeological/historical evidence by 
immigration of Indo-European Helle-
nic tribes to Greece 

available: 
data provided by comparison of re-
constructed Indo-European forms with 
Early (pre-dialectal) Greek 

2nd phase does not exist: 
no archaelogical/historical evidence 
for immigration of Northern Greek 
tribes in early Late Helladic IIIC after 
1200 B.C. 

not available 

3rd phase exists: 800-600 B.C. 
historical evidence by great wave of 
Greek colonization 

available: 
data provided by contrasting the dia-
lects of hometowns and colonies 

‡ Underlying methodological weakness in RischØs model: The borderline for a second 
phase can neither be shown by outer evidence nor by linguistic data. 

Part three: Present position on the development of the Greek dialects 

11 1952: Decipherment of the Linear Script B by Michael Ventris and discovery of the 
Mycenaean dialect ‡ Around 1200 B.C. a Greek dialect was spoken on the Peloponne-
se (Argolis, Messenia), in Attica, Boeotia and Crete. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mycenaean 
1: Orchomenos 
2: Creusis 
3: Thebes 
4: Eleusis 
5: Mycene 
6: Tiryns 
7: Pylos 
8: Cydonia 
9: Cnossos 
10: Olympia 

Cyprian 
11: Palaepaphos 
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12 The Mycenaean dialect corresponds in its essential features with Attic-Ionic&Arcado-
Cypriot: 

 Mycenaean Attic-Ionic Arcado-Cypriot Doric-NW 
Greek 

Aeolic 

*/ti/ > /si/ („assi-
bilationı) 

♦ 

(3rd pers.pl. di-do-
si /didonsi/ „they 
giveı < /didonti/) 

♦ 
(3rd pers.pl. att.-
ion. -ousi < 
*/-onsi/ < 
*/-onti/) 

♦ 
(3rd pers.pl. ar-
cad. -onsi, cypr. 
‰o-si  /-onsi/) 

– 
(3rd pers.pl. dor. 
-onti) 

– 
(3rd pers.pl. thes-
sal./boeot. 
-onyi) 

*/sotºo-, totºo-/ 
„how/so manyı > 
/[oso-, toso-/ 

♦ 

(to-so /toson/) 
♦ 

(tÒsow) 
♦ 

(arcad. osow) 
– 

(standard dor. 
ossow, tossow) 

– 
(boeot. ottow, 
lesb. ossow) 

temporal adverbs 
in /-te/ 

♦ 

(o-te /[ote/ < */so-
te/) 

♦ 
(ion.-att. ˜te) 

♦ 

(arcad. tote, 
cypr. o-te  
/[ote/) 

– 
(dor. oka) 

– 
(boeot. poka, 

lesb. ˆta) 

 
13 Discovery of Mycenaean Greek solves methodological weakness of RischØs model men-

tioned in 10: 
o Historically immigration of North Greek tribes in post-Mycenaean times is now 

proven by the fact that the Doric-North West Greek dialects of the region can-
not be derived from Mycenaean. ‡ Speakers of Doric-North West Greek dia-
lects must have immigrated into the Peloponnese in post-Mycenaean times.  

o Linguistically the transition between the 1st and the 2nd phase can be determined 
comparing Early Greek Mycenaean with the dialects of the 1st millennium B.C. 

Furthermore the relationship between the four major dialectal groups can be established 
in the following way: 

i. In regard of Mycenaean, Attic-Ionic and Arcado-Cypriot isoglosses (cf. 12) the-
se dialects must have a common source which only dissolved in post-Mycenaean 
times after 1200 B.C. ‡ „South Greek (dialects)ı. 

ii. In contrast the Doric-North West Greek as well as the Aeolic dialects are termed 
„Northern Greek (dialects)ı. In the post-Mycenaean period around 1150 B.C.  
speakers of Northern Greek dialects migrated to southern Greece and the Ae-
gaean forming a superstratum over the former South Greek dialect area (so-
called „Doric migrationı). Afterwards the North Greek dialect group disintegra-
ted. 

Part four: Perspectives in Greek dialectology 

14 Alternative theories on the dialectal landscape of Greece in the 2nd millennium B.C: 
o C.J. Ruijgh: The Greek dialectal landscape in the Mycenaean era already shows the 

fourfold division as later in the 1st millennium B.C. Cf. for the isoglosses named by 
Ruijgh the following table: 
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 Mycenaean&Arc.-
Cypr. = „Achaeanı 

Attic-Ionic Doric-NW Greek Aeolic 

*/ ÷r/ /ro/ /ra/ /ra/ /ro/ 

*/(±)ésmi/ „I amı / Œemi/ ±m€ */ Œ≈emi/ efim€ */ Œ≈emi/ efim€ */emmi/ ¶mmi 

 Cf. C.J. Ruijgh, DØHom̀ere aux origines proto-mycéniennes de la tradition épique, in: Homeric 
Questions, ed. J.P. Crielaard, Amsterdam 1995, 1-96 (see p. 4ff.). 

o M. Peters: Mycenaean&Arcado-Cypriot = „Achaean dialectsı already exist in My-
cenaean times and go back to an early fusion of a Pre-Ionic (called „Old-
Peloponnesianı) and Aeolic layer. Cf. M. Peters, Zur Frage einer øachäischenØ Phase des grie-
chischen Epos, in: o-o-pe-ro-si. Festschrift für Ernst Risch zum 75. Geburtstag, ed. A. Etter, Berlin-
New York 1986, 303-319. 

 (Nota bene: For an implicit discussion of some of the arguments put forward by Peters and Ruijgh cf. I. 
Hajnal, Sprachschichten des mykenischen Griechisch, Salamanca 1997 {= Supl. a Minos, Núm. 14}). 

 Theories of Ruijgh as well as of Peters aim at the status of Arcado-Cypriot and the 
Aeolic dialects. They deal with questions which are not conclusively answered by the 
standard theory sub 13. 

 
15 As seen in 14, Ruijgh&Peters postulate an independent Achaean and Attic-Ionic dialect 

group as early as 1400 B.C. ‡ Main question to be discussed: 
„Are we right in assuming a homogeneous South Greek dialect group in the 2nd half of 

the second millennium B.C.?ı 

 The question could be answered in view of a possible linguistic differentiation in Myce-
naean. If linguistic differences were manifest in the Mycenaean language of the 
Greek mainland this could be evidence for an earlier dialectal split within South 
Greek. 

 Nota bene: Linguistic stratification of Mycenaean is now possible: 

chronological dimension spatial dimension (place, scribal hand, inscription) 

ca. 1650-1550 (MH III)? Kafkania (OL Zh 1) 

ca. 1420-1400 (LM/H IIex) Cnossos („Room of the chariot tabletsı: hand „124ı) 

ca. 1375-1350 (LM/H IIIAex) Cnossos, Pylos (hand 91: PY Ae 995/Xa 1419/Xn 1449), inscr. 
stirrup jars (KN Z 1715, KH Z 27) 

ca. 1280 (LM/H IIIBin) Thebes (inscr. stirrup jars, sealings), Mycene, Chanìa 

ca. 1220-1180 (LM/H IIIBex) Pylos, Thebes, Mycene (Oi 701-706, 708/X 707/Fu 711), Tiryns 
(?), inscr. stirrup jars (Tiryns, Kreusis, Orchomenos, Eleusis, 
Mycene …) 

Answer: Mycenaean is in no way homogeneous neither chronologically nor spatially. 
There is clear evidence of linguistic differentiations within the Mycenaean corpus in 
the following features discussed in 16- 20. 
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16 Evidence for the Myc. inflection of the „verba contractaı in -ãv or -°v: 
a) (3rd pers.sg.) te-re-ja, (inf.) te-re-ja-e as in PY Ep 613: 

.1  ne-qe-wo e-da-e-wo ka-ma } ≈o-pe-ro{ du-}wo-u-pi , te-re-ja-e , 

.2   e-me-de te-re-ja to-so-}de , pe-mo GRA 10 T 1 
„Land of NekÁŒeus, of the Eda[Œeus (a title?): having the obligation to fulfill tribute with 
two, he fulfills tribute with one. So much seed …ı. 

‡ Athematic inflection (3rd pers.sg.) te-re-ja /teleiº √å-i/ (cf. Aeolic gramm. g°lai) vz. 
(inf.) te-re-ja-e /teleiºå-[en/. 

b) (part.pres.med.) to-ro-qe-jo-me-no PY Eq 213: 

.1  o-wi-de , a-ko-so-ta , to-ro-qe-jo-me-no , a-ro-u-ra , a2-ri-sa 
„Thus saw Aksotås, making an inspection to count the arable land.ı 

‡ Thematic inflection (part.pres.med.) /trokÁeºo-menos/. 

Mainland Mycenaean attests so far athematically inflected */teleiºå-mi/ versus themati-
cally inflected */trokÁeº-Œo/. This evidence corresponds to the inherited state: 
o Athematic verbs in */-å-mi/ go back to a factitive type: cf. hitt. ne∑a··- „to renewı 

< */ne∑a“-/ with (3rd pers.sg.) ne∑a··i ˛ myc. /teleiº √åi/. ‡ Myc. */teleiºå-mi/ „ful-
fill tributeı is derived from the adjective /teleiºos/ Æ t°leiow (and has the function of 
later teleiÒv). 

o Thematic verbs in /-eºŒo/ go back to deverbal iteratives/intensives. ‡ Myc. /trokÁeºo-
mai/ (Æ hom. trop°omai) : /trekÁo-mai/ (class. tr°pomai) = for°v : f°rv. 

 
17 But: The opinion that Mycenaean has preserved the original inflection types in the case 

of the „verba contractaı must be modified in the light of the new reading of the tablet 
PY Eq 36{+}887 (cf. J.T. Killen, New readings and interpretations in the Pylos tablets, in: Flo-
reant Studia Mycenaea, edd. S. Deger-Jalkotzy-S. Hiller-O. Panagl, Wien 1999, Vol. II, 343-
353): 

.13   } ≈p≈a-ra-jo , po-≈n ≈e-to-qe-≈m ≈i 
/… palaiºon ponŒetoi-kÁe-min/ „… old land and he cultivates itı 

‡ po-ne-to /ponŒetoi/ is an athematically inflected 3rd pers.sg.med. of a verb */ponŒemai/ 
Æ hom.pon°omai. The athematic inflection of an original thematic verb */ponéºo-mai/ of 
the type /trokÁeºo-mai/ (< intensive/iterative */(s)pon±-éºe/o-/) is an innovation. 

Nota bene: Innovated athematic /-Œemi/ instead of thematic /-éºŒo/ is also found in Aeo-
lic and Arcado-Cypriot: cf. (literary Lesbian) kãlhmi/o‡khmi, Thessal. (inf.) gaorgeimen 
/-Œe-men/, Arcad. (inf.) katufronhnai/(part.) adikhmenow. 

 
18 Evidence for the ending of the feminine nomina agentis. The Mycenaean scribes inter-

change two forms of the suffix: 
o Pylian hand 1 writes <-ti-ri-ja> in me-re-ti-ri-ja PY Aa 764 „women grinding cornı or 

o-ti-ri-ja PY Aa 313 „(a female profession)ı. 
o Pylian hand 21 writes <-ti-ra2> in me-re-ti-ra2 PY Ab 789.B or o-ti-ra2 PY Ab 417.B. 
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Interpretation of the writings: 
o <-ti-ri-ja> = /-triå-/ < */-tr-iá“-/ of the oblique cases. Cf. for the syllabification as 

*/‰CRUV‰/ (instead of expected ›/‰C÷R^V‰/) RV (gen.sg.) urv(i)yåª /ur∑iås/ (instead 
of ›/uruºås/ according to SIEVERS). 

o <-ti-ra2> = /-tirr√a/ < */-tr-i“/ of the nominativ/accusative. Nota bene: */-tr-i“/ > 
*/-tirº √a/ (> /-tirr√a/) with epenthetic */i/ as in ofikt€rv < */oiktir-ºe/o-/ (to adj. ofiktrÒw). 

 
19 Expected pre-Mycenaean paradigm for the feminine nomina agentis: 

 nom. acc. gen. dat. 

sg. */-tirr√a/ */-tirr√an/ */-triås/ */-triåi/ 

pl. */-tirrai/ */-tirr√ans/ */-triå[Œon/ */-triåsi/ 

Deviations from the inherited distribution: 
i. Generalisation of /-triå-/ when used in the nominative plural (cf. Pylian hand 1 and 4 

with me-re-ti-ri-ja /meletriai/). 
ii. Generalisation of /-tirr√a(-)/ when used in genitive plural (cf. Pylian hand 23 me-re-ti-

ra2-{o /meletirrå[Œon/) or in the dativ singular (cf. TH Of 36.1.2 a-ke-ti-ra2 /akestirråi/). 

Nota bene: 
o Generalisation/innovation (i.) of /-triå-/ is trivial and leads to standard Greek 

-tria/-tr€w. 
o Generalisation/innovation (ii.) of /-tirr√a(-)/ is only found in Aeolic dialects: cf. thes-

sal. Lag[ei]tarra (with /-tarra/ < */-terr√a/), na<°t>erra : d°spoina and na€teira : 
ofikod°spoina (Hesych), dÒte[r]ran Alcaeus. Furthermore /-tirr√a(-)/ survives as Aeo-
lism in Homeric -teira /-tŒ≈er√å(-)/ ƒ (ionized) */-terr√å(-)/ < */-tirr√a(-)/ (for the sound 
change cf. Thessal. krennemen < */krinnemen/, Lesb. Damokretv < */‰krito-/). 

 
20 Mycenaean /‰iN‰/ instead of /‰eN‰/: 

o ti-mi-ti-ja PY Aq 64.6 (hand 21)++ /T[imistiå/ < /T[emistiå/ as attested in te-mi-ti-ja 
PY On 300.10 (C ii). Cf. also *ti-mi-to a-ko /T[imistos Argos/ with /t[emis, -stos/ (Æ 
class. y°miw). 

o (dat.sg.) a-ti-mi-te PY Un 219.5 /Artimitei/ < */Artemitei/ as attested in (gen.sg.) a-te-
mi-to PY Es 650.5 /Artemitos/. 

Nota bene: No change of /‰eN‰/ > /‰iN‰/ in Myc. standard words or endings of gram-
matical categories (cf. /en-/ in e-ne-e-si PY En 609.2, /-menos/ in de-de-me-no, o-ro-
me-no etc.). 
‡ Forms with /‰iN‰/ are borrowed. Possible origin of these borrowings: Arca-
dia/Triphylia. Cf. also regular /‰en‰/> /‰in‰/ in Arcado-Cypriot as in Arcad. (prep.) 
in/(part.med.) apexominow, Cyprian A-ra-ko-mi-ne{-se} /Ark[ominŒes/. 
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21 Conclusions from the evidence presented in 16 - 20: 

o Mainland Mycenaean is not a homogeneous unit. In fact it shares innovations … 

• … with the Aeolic dialects and Arcado-Cypriot: cf. athematic inflection of the 
„verba contractaı in /-Œemi/. 

• … exclusively with the Aeolic dialects: cf. generalisation of the suffix */-tirr√a/ 
with feminine nomina agentis. 

• … exclusively with Arcado-Cypriot: cf. /‰iN‰/ < /‰eN‰/ in names apparently 
borrowed of the area of later Triphylia or Arcadia. 

• … with the pre-Doric substratum underlying some Doric-North West Greek 
dialects (for example Elean, Cretan). 

o These innovations shared with Aeolic and/or Arcado-Cypriot prove that a dialectal 
differentiation within South Greek is evolving between 1300 and 1200 B.C. 

 
22 How plausible is the assumption of an early dialectal differentiation within South 

Greek? 
o For Proto-Arcado-Cypriot there is independent evidence of an early genesis: 

• Early terminus ante quem for the formation of Proto-Arcado-Cypriot: cf. the 
earliest Cyprian inscription ICS 18g o-pe-le-ta-u /Op[eltau/ < */Op[eltåo/ with 
Arcad.-Cypr. */-√o •/ > /-√u •/ from the 11th century B.C. 

• Possible existence of a Proto-Arcado-Cypriot substratum underlying the Doric 
dialect of Central Greek: cf. Cretan in (Axos), inhmen (Eleutherna). Cf. I. Hajnal, 
Zur Sprache der ältesten kretischen Dialektinschriften (Teil 2), IF 93(1988), 62-87. ‡ 
Proto-Arcado-Cypriot substratum  may be caused by wave of South Greek im-
migrants into Crete during the 13th century. Immigrants are to be identified as 
Homeric K ´udvnew (Od. t 176), establishing a second Mycenaean kingdom at 
Kydonia. Nota bene: Confirmation of this theory by findings of a Linear B ar-
chive at Chanìa/Kudonia Cf. E. Hallager/M. Vlasakis/B.P. Hallager, Kadmos 
29(1990), 24-34 and Kadmos 31(1992), 61-87. 

o For Aeolic now changes of the standard theory are necessary: 
• Proto-Aeolic is spoken on the fringe of the Mycenaean linguistic area (probably 

in Thessaly). It forms part of the Northern Greek dialects. 
• Around 1250 B.C. Proto-Aeolic takes a convergent development with the My-

cenaean local dialects. ‡ Common innovations with Mycenaean as verba 
contracta in /-Œemi/ (cf. 17) or the suffix /-tirr√a/ (cf. 19). 

• In the post-Mycenaean phase (by 1150) Proto-Aeolic must have isolated from 
the remaining Doric-North West Greek dialects. ‡ Preservation of archaisms as 
geminated consonants (type */emmi/ ¶mmi) or patronymic adjectives (also found 
in Mycenaean). 
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